Development of two-dimensional template system for the prediction of CYP2B6-mediated reaction sites.
We developed a template-based system for predicting the regioselectivity of CYP2B6-mediated oxidation of chemicals. Two planar templates consisting of hexagonal blocks (A and B) were deduced from the overlapping regions of polyaromatic hydrocarbon-type substrates. Substrate atoms were placed only on the corners of the hexagonal blocks in the simulated interaction with the CYP2B6 templates. Through the application of various substrates having non-planar structures to Templates A and B, these templates were found to link to each other at specific positions (pinching points). The occupancy rates at each position of the templates were evaluated using more than 40 substrates, and a heavily utilized area (trigger region) was identified on Template A. This CYP2B6 template system is suggested to interact with substrates in at least three positions (trigger, pinching/bending and oxidation sites). In the present method, chemicals drawn as two or three-dimensional structures were directly overlaid on the templates to verify the feasibility of the simulated interaction. Both CYP2B6 substrates and non-substrates were applied to assess the validity of this template system. Results were consistent between the predicted and the in vitro experimental data with high accuracy, indicating the potential use of this system for studies on drug metabolism and new drug development.